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Isaac Jewelers
Makes it Mark in
its Fifteenth Year
BY BRITTANY MARONEY

When you desire decadence, refinement, and luxury think no further then
Isaac Jewelers. Whether you are seeking a custom designed piece or a rare
smart cut diamond, they not only hold
the standard for incredible selection,
they are the authority when it comes to
an exclusively designed dream piece.
Yet, its their personalized service,
unique showroom and incredible staff
that keeps Phoenix natives coming back
for more, year after year. It’s the sense
of pride that they put into each piece
that makes them unique and sought
after like no other jeweler in the Valley.
“We are so fortunate because we
get to experience all of the best moments of our customers lives and get to
be part of some of their most personal
experiences,” says Frank Isaac, owner of
Isaac Jewelers. “It’s my sole desire that
every customer will walk in with high
expectations and walk out inspired by
the personalized experience, amazing
selection and our unique approach to
their individual piece. We understand
they are investing in more than a ring or
a watch. They are investing in a moment
and in an experience. We are so proud
that we can be a part of that.”
Isaac’s unique approach also extends
to the way the business operates and its
foundation in the Scottsdale area community. The company is completely family
owned and Frank is a frequent figure
on the showroom floor greeting lifelong
customers and even more often, second
and third generations that have bought
his custom pieces. The company is also an
active proponent for fundraising and philanthropy in the local community. Along
with fundraisers for charities such as Child
Crisis of Arizona, March of Dimes and the
American Cancer Society, Isaac Jewelers
also donates proceeds from summer sales
to local veteran foundations.

Now, going on its fifteenth year
as a pillar in the jewelry industry and
the local community, Isaac Jewelers
has a lot to celebrate. On March 24th,
they will be hosting a celebration bash,
thanking their loyal fans and welcoming
new customers into the Isaac family.
The festivities will include a red carpet
experience, hand shaken cocktails, a
DJ and models showcasing custom

pieces from Isaac Designs, ALOR and
KC Designs. Frank Isaac and the rest
of his experienced and knowledgeable
staff will be on hand to showcase some
of the more stunning pieces, along
with their large variety of highly sought
after Smart Cut diamonds.
Isaac Jewelers is located in
Kierland Commons, at 15044 North
Scottsdale Road.

